MIRALIX
VIEW
Get an overview of your company’s
call flow and performance, so you
can maked informed decisions.

WHAT IS MIRALIX VIEW?

− Plan your staffing according to the actual needs. You can
use data from previous holidays, peak seasons etc., to
assess how many agents you will need at different times.
That way, the data can help you ensure that the number
of available agents matches the number of calls you get.

Miralix View is a statistics module that gives you access to
statistical data about your contact center solution and
graphically presents them.

− Control and quality assure your solution. You can, e.g. see
if lost calls are evenly distributed between hunt groups
or if one particular hunt group is responsible for more
lost calls than others. You can see if lost calls are mainly
direct calls or have been returned as the initial recipient
didn’t answer. Additionally, you can and see how many
lost calls have been handled subsequently.

Miralix View measures everything that happens within your
contact center, and you can choose whether you want the data
presented in tables or visualised in diagrams. Furthermore,
you can insert your company logo in reports from Miralix View,
aligning them with your company’s visual expression.

WHY USE MIRALIX VIEW?

− Automatically get notified by e-mail if no agents are
logged in to an active hunt group or if you exceed your
desired waiting times. You can also lookup calls from
individual customers when troubleshooting etc.

Miralix View provides a factual representation of everything
that happens within your contact center call flows. You decide
which level of detail you would like and which period you would
like to see statistics for – whether it is a year, a month, a day,
or one hour.

Miralix View is the most advanced tool for contact center
statistics and analysis, and its detailed information allows
you to make critical business decisions on an informed basis.

With Miralix View, you can:
− Get an overview of your company’s solution and follow
the tendencies that appear over time. For instance, you
can see the total number of calls, the average waiting
time, the number of transferred calls and the employees’
performance.
− Analyse your contact center solution and get insight into
the areas that would be beneficial to improve. You can
zoom in and get a detailed explanation to problems you
might be facing. E.g. the reports can identify the number
of lost calls, when they occur, why there are heavy call
loads, how long the average waiting time is etc.
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Additionally, you can see the service level and answer level for
each hunt group and the call load hour by hour throughout the
day. Getting insight into when you receive and lose most calls
allows you to adjust your staffing accordingly.

The data is transferred from your contact center to our data
centre every night. Therefore, data gathered today will be
visible tomorrow.
Miralix View only displays data when data is registered.
Therefore, if you look at data for a day with no calls in the first
hour of your opening hours, this hour will not be visible.

This way, statistical information at hunt group level can be a
great help when making shift schedules. Based on statistics
from a similar period, you can plan your staffing according
to the level that is most likely to ensure your customers the
service you wish to give them and make sure you don’t overstaff.

With a standard license for Miralix View, you get one user login
for https://view.miralix.com, so you can work with dashboards
and set up reports for an unlimited number of recipients.

AGENT REPORTS

The standard license contains 1 GB of data, which is equivalent
to approx. 500 calls and 20 agents pr. Month for three years.
Additional user logins or additional data can be purchased if
needed.

This report shows your statistics on agent level. You can extract
many of the same data described above, but for individual
agents. This can be beneficial as part of an evaluation of the
agent’s performance and continued development.

REPORTS IN MIRALIX VIEW

MENU REPORTS

When you log in to Miralix View, you get access to standard
reports within three categories; hunt groups, agents and menus.

This report shows your statistics based on the choices made in
your IVR menu. This could e.g. be data on how many customers
were transferred to a specific department through dial pad
options; how many chose a different language option, entered
their membership number etc.

These reports contain the data that most of our customers
need. Each report – as well as the option for custom reports –
is described individually below:

You can also see how many called your company outside
your opening hours.

HUNT GROUP REPORTS
This report shows you data at hunt group level. Among others,
you can see how long people, on average, have been waiting
and talking to agents respectively; how many calls the hunt
group has received and how many of these were answered,
transferred and lost, respectively.
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You can set up as many custom reports as you need. For
instance, you can set up a daily report at hunt group level for
your Service Manager, making it easy to keep track of how the
department is performing.

− The module is browser-based and is therefore accessible
from computers and other devices.
− You decide for which period you would like to see
statistics. For instance, 6 months, two weeks or a single
day.

You can also set up a weekly report for all agents in your contact
center, allowing them to see their individual performance, and
you can send bi-annual reports to the CEO, showing the most
critical KPIs.

− You can export data to one database within another
network. The export is made through DataImport to a
local MS SQL database. From there, you can build an
interface to process the data or transfer it to Power BI
and similar (add-on).

BENEFITS OF CHOOSING
MIRALIX VIEW

− Your contact center data is uploaded through a secure
connection. It is transferred to our data hotel through a
TCP-port 3008 with AES 256-bit encryption.

− You get access to predefined dashboard and reports,
making it easy to extract the most frequently used data.

− The module supports GDPR compliance, so when you
delete a user in your AD, Miralix will also delete the user.

− You can make custom reports that include exactly the
information relevant to you or your department. You can
also set up different reports for different recipients. If you
don’t know how to or do not wish to do this yourself, our
consultants can do it for you.
− You decide if reports should be sent out automatically or
extracted when needed.
− You can go from a situational overview and take a
deep dive into details through the interface’s drill-down
function.
− You can get a detailed causal explanation – e.g. the
reports can identify when and why a hunt group has a
high call load.
− All hunt groups and agents created in your contact center
are automatically created in Miralix View.
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